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Just a few steps in depth, Lu Yuan flashed a crimson light.

A fireball flew over from the darkness deep in the passage, Lu Yuan's pupils shrank and he
quickly hid away.

Boom!

The fire ball landed on the stone wall not far from Lu Yuan, and it roared, the fire wave
raged, and the heat wave came.

Lu Yuan looked at the scorched and shattered stone wall, the corners of his mouth

twitched, and then looked up to the depths of the passage.

The panicked footsteps sounded, and four human warriors were fleeing here.

Behind them, three cat people followed.

Among them is a cat man wearing a robe and holding a wooden staff in his hand.

His whole body fluctuated in spiritual power, and a head-sized fireball emerged from the

top of the staff and shot out.

The four humans evaded one after another, and the fireball shot towards the location of

Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan: "..."

This is really a disaster.

He also evaded quickly.

Boom!

The fireball fell on the wall again and burst open.

Lu Yuan looked at it, and there was a hole in the wall.
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Lu Yuan couldn't help being slightly shocked by the powerful power.

Seeing Lu Yuan in front of him, the four human warriors were taken aback for a moment,
and then a tall guardian warrior headed by one said:

"Friend, the cat behind is a hunter! Run!"

Lu Yuan's pupils shrank slightly when he heard the words.

Hunter is a term for a type of genetic warrior.

In the land of origin, if the genetic warrior dies, the harvest this time will be lost, the
spirit will be damaged, and the next time to enter the land of origin will be delayed for a

long time.

Most genetic warriors have a certain degree of resistance and avoidance to death battles.

But there are some genetic warriors that are different.

They don't want to hunt down the beasts by themselves, and venture to obtain treasures.

They stared at the other genetic warriors.

specializes in hunting down other genetic warriors and obtaining various resources.

And such genetic warriors are called hunters.

The strength of hunters is generally stronger than that of ordinary genetic warriors.

If it is not strong, it is impossible to hunt down other genetic warriors and obtain

resources.

That's the case. If you encounter a hunter, the average genetic warrior will get away with
good luck. If you are not lucky, you may have to die.

Now, Lu Yuan didn't expect to encounter a hunter when he first came to the Sandstone

Underground Palace.

When the human warrior saw Lu Yuan, the several cat hunters behind him naturally saw

Lu Yuan.

They smiled:



"Unexpectedly, there will be another one, let's kill it together."

It is clear that the cat hunters are only three people, facing Lu Yuan and the five of them,
they are like hunters treating their prey.

A fiery cat-man woman wearing black leather armor and holding a long bow licked her

lips:

"This human brother looks handsome, but it's a pity."

She pulled her longbow away, and a light red light flashed on the arrow.

After releasing the bow and arrow, the arrow screamed, tearing the air, and shooting

towards the landing edge.

When the four human warriors saw this, their eyes widened.

"Be careful! This arrow is very strong!"

Before , several of their companions were killed by this arrow.

Lu Yuan frowned slightly, and his sword crossed.

锵!

A deafening sound rang, Lu Yuan's arm trembled slightly, and he was a little numb by the

shock of Juli.

He was a little surprised.

This power is several times stronger than the arrows of the three Kobold Misses before.

deserves to be an archer who has burned genes.

And this guy, I'm afraid that the burned is the extraordinary gene that specifically

enhances the power of the bow and arrow.

Seeing Lu Yuan actually blocked the arrow, all three cat hunters narrowed their eyes.

"Be careful, this guy is good."

The four human warriors were all taken aback when they saw that Lu Yuan was able to
block the arrow, and then they all showed surprise smiles.



"I'm a strong one!"

"Friend! Let's help you!"

Seeing Lu Yuan's strength, the guardian fighters headed by gritted their teeth and

immediately prepared to fight back.

Most hunters are genetic warriors with agility and fast speed.

Pay attention to one hit to kill, or you will flee thousands of miles.

Facing the hunter to run away is just a helpless choice.

Now that there is a chance to fight back, fighters with rich combat experience will

naturally not let go of such an opportunity.

Although the guardian warrior had already had a lot of scars on his body, he did not

hesitate.

Several other genetic warriors were stunned when they heard this.

But they obviously trust the Guardian warriors. After recovering, they are ready for battle
as soon as possible.

"Fuck it!"

"Damn, these three dogs killed Xiaoqi and the others, give them revenge!"

Seeing the four genetic warriors ready to fight, the three cat hunters smiled disdainfully.

"Huh! Praying man arm as a car."

"I will contain that human warrior, and you will deal with them."

The female cat man holding a longbow smiled, and the sharp emerald cat eyes looked at

Lu Yuan.

The other two cat hunters, one is an elemental warrior who has mastered fireball combat

skills, and the other is an assault warrior with a long sword.

The assault warrior used combat skills, his skin was slightly red, his speed skyrocketed,
and he rushed towards the four genetic warriors.



He said coldly:

"The guardian system is good, kill other people first, and the first target is the one with

the sword."

"Don't worry, as long as you can disrupt their formation."

The elemental warrior wearing the robe smiled slightly, and began to gather the fireball

again.

Among the four genetic warriors, the assault warrior with the sword looks the youngest,
and his face is even a bit immature, and looks about the size of Lu Yuan.

Seeing the cat hunter look at him, his face turned pale, and cold sweat appeared on his

forehead.

The guardian warrior is a middle-aged man with a calm face. He snorted and slammed

the battle shield in his hand to the ground:

"Pass me first."

The cat hunter holding a long sword raised the corners of his mouth and rushed to the
guardian warrior with a rapid increase in speed.

He put his feet in a strange posture, holding heavy swords in both hands, took a deep

breath, and roared.

The long sword slashed horizontally, and a white air current appeared on the blade.

锵!

The long sword and the big shield collided.

The guardian warrior turned pale, snorted, and took a half step back.

There were a lot of wounds on his body. Under a single blow, the wounds broke and
blood poured out.

Cat Swordsman has a relaxed tone:

"My blood violent combat skills combined with the epee slashing technique, you can stop

it pretty well. It's a pity that you were injured."



"Go together!"

The remaining three human warriors saw that the Guardian warriors were suppressed, all
of them stared wide-eyed and attacked the Catman Swordsman together.

The Cat Swordsman snorted, his figure flashed, and he escaped the attack of the three

human warriors.

Just then, a fireball shot over and flew towards the young human swordsman.

The human swordsman felt the blazing heat, his pupils shrank, his face felt a little more

shocked, and he rolled on the ground, avoiding the fireball.

Boom!

The fireball exploded on the ground, and the formation of the three human fighters

suddenly dispersed.

The Cat Swordsman saw this, grinned, and slashed out with a sword, but attacked the

Guardian warrior from various tricky angles.

The guardian warrior was tired of resisting, the wound on his body became more and

more torn, blood appeared, and his face gradually paled.

Seeing that the Guardian warrior's defense gradually became stretched, the Catman

Swordsman smiled.

While the other three people wanted to help, they were suppressed by the cat- man

elementalist with a fireball, and they could only evade.

Just when the situation was very bad for the human genetic warrior, a scream sounded.

The cat warrior and the elementalist both changed their faces.

They turned their heads and looked in the other direction.

The cat woman was pale at the moment, and a black long sword penetrated her abdomen.

Lu Yuan held the long sword with a cold face.

There is also an arrow stuck in the armor on his shoulder.



The cat girl is very strong, the arrows are very powerful, and the body shape is very

flexible.

If it were in an open area, Lu Yuan really couldn't help her.

After all, the genes he burned are biased towards defense. UU reading

www.uukanshu.com is actually very average in speed.

He can withstand the arrow's attack, but he can't catch up with the cat woman.

But, this is the underground palace.

The entire passage area is only about 30 meters wide, and there are other areas where

other people are fighting.

The cat woman had to hold Lu Yuan to prevent Lu Yuan from rushing to the battlefield,
putting pressure on the cat swordsman.

This also greatly reduces the area where the cat woman can avoid.

Lu Yuan can constantly force the position of the cat woman through his strong defense
ability.

finally forced her to the corner.

Even so, when Lu Yuan finally launched a charge, the cat woman shot an arrow, making

it difficult for him to avoid it.

Fortunately, he twisted his body a little in the end, so that the arrow that had been shot at

Lu Yuan's heart hit his shoulder.

He also wore a gray beetle armor, which resisted part of the arrow's power.

plus his powerful black iron body.

In the end, only the tip of the arrow pierced Lu Yuan's flesh and blood, not even the bones,
let alone penetrated.

can only be said to be a minor injury.

"Jasmine!"



The two cat hunters saw this scene, their eyes widened, and they roared out at the same

time.

"Damn it!"

The Cat Swordsman gave up the human guardian warrior who was reaching the limit for
the first time, turned his head and charged towards Lu Yuan.

Another cat-man elementalist in the distance also condensed a fireball to Landing Yuan
with a cold expression.

Lu Yuan narrowed his eyes, his face cold.

He drew out the beetle claw sword, Jasmine fell to the ground, panting, blood quickly

flowed out of the abdomen, staining the ground red.
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